
Study Skills & Test 
Taking Strategies

Adapted from Lightridge High School 



Why take notes? I have Google!

Actively taking notes during class can help you focus and 
better understand main concepts.

Good note-taking will improve your active listening, 
comprehension of material, and retention. 

Taking notes on both synchronous and asynchronous 
material will help you better remember what you hear and 
see.



Verbatim Notes: Write down everything that the 
instructor says (or as much of it as they can) as they 
hear it and in no particular format. Such notes are 
often hard to decipher and are usually incomplete 

because an instructor may be speaking more rapidly 
than students can write. - Not an ideal way

Types of Note Taking



Informal Outline Notes: Builds on outlining, with essential details. 
Informal outlines mean placing notes on the page to indicate links 

between main points, supporting ideas, and specific examples. Place 
main points at the left margin of the page and indent supporting points 

below them. You can indent related supporting points to form an 
outline format on the page. Later on you can number or highlight 

points to identify relationships, but the key is to align information so that 
you establish organization of ideas as you write them down.

Types of Note Taking



Cornell Notes - Most common way

Types of Note Taking

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=lsR-10piMp4


Where You Work & 
Study



● Good places to study are:
● Free from distraction
● Supportive
● Well supplied (do you have 

everything you need to study?)
● Helpful lighting 
● Comfortable

Is this a good place to Study?



Productive Workspaces

Ask yourself these questions:

Is my Work space available to me whenever I need it?  Your 
work space does you little good if you cannot use it when 
you need it.  If you are using a Study Place that you must 
share with others for any reason, work out a schedule so 
that you know when you can use it.

Is my Work space free from interruptions?  It is important to 
have uninterrupted study time.  You may have to hang a 
DO NOT DISTURB sign on the door and turn off your cell 
phone.



Productive Workspaces
Is my Work space free from distractions?  Research shows 
that most students study best in a quiet environment.  If you 
find that playing a stereo or TV improves your mood, keep 
the volume low or play music without lyrics.

Does my Work space contain all the study materials I need?  
Be sure your Study space includes resources and supplies 
such as pens and pencils, paper, ruler, calculator, and 
whatever else you might need.  Your computer should be 
charged and you should adjust the brightness level as 
necessary-bright enough to see without strain. Blue light 
glasses are great to have.



Productive Workspaces
Does my Work space contain a large enough desk or table?  While working on 
an assignment or studying for a test, use a desk or table that is large enough to 
hold everything you need.  Allow enough room for writing and try to avoid 
clutter.

Does my Work space have enough storage space?  You need enough room to 
store your study materials.  Be sure you have enough storage space to allow you 
to keep your desktop or other work surface clear of unnecessary materials that 
can get in the way.

Does my Work space have a comfortable chair?  A chair that is not comfortable 
can cause discomfort or pain that will interfere with your studying.  A chair that 
is too comfortable might make you sleepy.  Select a chair in which you can sit 
for long periods while maintaining your attention..



Productive Workspaces
Does my Work space have enough light?  The amount of light you 
need depends on what you are doing.  The important thing is that 
you can clearly see what you need to see without any strain or 
discomfort.

Does my Work space have a comfortable temperature?  If your 
Study Place is too warm, you might become sleepy.  If it is too 
cold, your thinking may slow down and become unclear.  Select a 
temperature at which your mind and body function best.



Some ways to effectively study:
● Get a study buddy- do you have one person from each class 

to connect with?- you can communicate about assignments & 
missing work.

● Study team- group of 4-6 students meeting regularly 
throughout the year. You can support each other by reviewing 
the material, asking questions to each other, and finding 
clarification on areas you may need it.

● How many of you have a study buddy?

Effective Studying



Ways to Study 
Crash Course in Studying

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=J4NbpfeAKYE
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=mLhwdITTrfE


Test Taking 
Strategies & Tips

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=uzZ3mDF1hns
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=uzZ3mDF1hns


Before the 
Test

● Use mnemonic devices (create a song, word, or silly way 
to help you remember)

● Study with a friend 

● Identify the all information to be covered 
on the test 

● Either write out, underline, or 
highlight the information you just 
wrote out

● Make flashcards or use online flashcards

Source: http://www.testtakingtips.com/test/index.htm



During The 
Test

● Read all directions and ask for 
clarification if needed 

● Respond to all questions you know first

● Don’t spend too much time on one 
question.

● Look for clues in other parts of the test

● If allowed, underline or circle key 
words in the question and then respond.

● Go back and check answers for 
accuracy

● When matching, first answer items that 
you know, crossing off answers that are  
used and then go back to remaining 
items and make the best choice

Source: http://www.testtakingtips.com/test/index.htm



Multiple Choice Test Tips
● Read all choices before selecting an answer. 

● Cross out answers you know are not correct.  

● If there is an “all of the above” option, chances are high that’s 
the answer. If you know more than one answer is correct, there 
is a very good chance it’s “all of the  above.” 

● If you don’t know the answer, always guess. What have you got 
to lose?

● You can often rule out answers that contain generalization 
terms, like “always” or  “never.” Answers that contain words like 
“usually” or “mostly” are more likely to  be correct. 

● Don’t worry about the pattern of the answers. It’s possible to 
have 4 “B’s” in a  row!

Source: http://www.testtakingtips.com/test/index.htm



True/False Test Tips
● There are usually more “True” answers than “False” answers 

● If you’re not sure of the answer, guess! You have a 50% chance 
of getting the  answer right.  

● Look for words like “always, never, and every.” They usually 
mean that the  answer is False. 

● Look for words like “sometimes, usually, and generally.” These 
words usually  lead to an answer of True.  

● If a True/False item looks new or different, it is probably false.

Source: http://www.testtakingtips.com/test/index.htm



Short Answer Test Tips
● When studying, use flashcards with important terms, people, and 

dates on one  side and an explanation on the other side. 
 

● Read the question carefully and make sure to answer all parts 
of the question.

● Try not to leave an answer blank. Write down any thoughts and 
look to other parts  of the test which may give you clues of what 
the answer is. 
 

● Pay attention to the concepts emphasized by your teacher 
during class. These concepts will most likely be on the test.

Source: http://www.testtakingtips.com/test/index.htm



Essay Test Tips

● Read the directions carefully and make sure you know which 
questions you are  supposed to answer. 

● Make an outline before beginning your essay to help organize your 
ideas.

● Construct the answer around who, what, where, when, how, and why.

● If the question asks for facts, don’t give your opinions about the topic.
 

● Pay attention to managing your time. 

● If you have time, proofread your responses and edit spelling/grammar.

Source: http://www.testtakingtips.com/test/index.htm


